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Dear Dr. grace: 

WA2TS BAR NUCLEAR PUANT UNITS I AND 2 - OVERSIZED HIGH PRESSURE FIRE 
PROTECTION PUMP DISCHARGE RELIEF VALVES - 1IRD-50-390/86-3.5, 
tIDID-50.-391/86-32, - FIMAILII1 

The subject deficiency was initially reported to NRC-OIR Inspector 
Steve WOis On March 7, 1L986 in accordance with 10 CR3 50.55(e) as 5CR wn =EB 
8616 and 8 617. SCR WU IS 8E 616 RI was then written to document the 
deficiency as a cameon itfm end 8617 was closed. Our interim report wag 
submitted on A~ril 3, 1966. Enclosed is our final report.  

If there are any questions, please get in touch with R. H. Shell at 
FTS 656-2668.  

Very truly yours, 

TRUNESSRS VALLE AUTHORITY 

R. L. Gridlet, Director 
Nuclear Safeuty and Licensing 
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ENCLOSURE 

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PUANT UNITS 1 AND 2 
OVIRSIZED HIGH-PRESSURE FIRE PROTECTION (HPFP) 

PUMP DISCHARGE RELIEF VALVES 
WDRD-SO-390/86-35 * WBRD-50-391/86-32 

SCR WBE MEB 8616 RI 
10 Cl! 50.55(e) 
FINALREPOR 

Descriotion of Deficiency 

During testing of the high pressure fire protection (HPFP) pump lA-A, the 
relief valve associated with this pum 414 not operate properly. -The valve 
chattered, cycled open, and closed violently such that it induced severe 
pressure surges and vibration to the..HPFP pump and the associated piping in 
the general area.  

The apparent cause of this deficiency Lif a design error. the pump discharge 
relief valve was sized to be capable of passing in excess of the NPFl pump 
design flow and the set pressure was determined based on system design 
constraints in order to prevent overpressurization of portions of the HPFP 
system as required by National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 20. The 
imposition of this large flow requirement resulted in the selection of a valve 
Which is too large for the system. The design flow requirements should have 
been more accurately defined and correlated with the system design constraints.  
Calculations do not exist to support the valve data sheet for purchase of the 
Valve. This condition is generic to the other three HPFP pumps and relief 
valves at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WIN).  

Safety Iinmlcations 

The relief valve's intended design functi o Ais to back up the back pressure 
control vav, MC-26-18, in protecting portions of the HPVP system from 
overpressurization. The valves are currently performing this design 
function. However,, if continued operation of the valves in this manner were 
allowed, it could result in shortened life of the valves and the associated 
MPVP pumps. In addition to providing fire protection, the HPVP pumps are also 
designed to provide feedwater to the steam generator during maxiuim possible 
flood conditions. Since this condition exists for all four relief valves and 
theirassociated pumps, there is a potential for a common made failure of the 
pumips. Therefore, this condition could adversely affect the safe operation of 
the plant.  

Corrctive Action 

As requested in a telecon between TVA personnel and NRCoasDill Hiller on 
May 5, 19S6* a clarification of the HPFP system, design constraints versus the 
EPPA code requirements is discussed below.
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EVPA 20 2-12.1 requires relief valves for pumps driven by constant speed 
motors, such as the HP!? pumps at WDN, when the pump shutoff pressure exceeds 
the ?ressure for Which the system components are rated. This type of ealief 
valve is not the same as a circulation relief valve described in UPPA 20 2.6 
used tf-#rovide minimum circulation for over-heating when operating with no 
discharge. For IPPA 20 4-3.5, circudlation relief valves are not required for 
vertical shaft turbine-type pumps such as the WBE HP!? pumps.  

The HPVP pumping arrangement at WSW is- not committed to be en EPPA code system.  
However, the HP!? system at VUE was designed to meet the Intent of UFPA 20 
2-12 which is to protect system components from overpressurization. This 
intent is met primarily by the use of a cammon backpressure control valve in 
conjunction with relief valves at the discharge of each pump. In order to 
provide separation between the-setpoints for the common backpressure control 7 
valve and the pump discharge relief valves, a relief valve designed for 
10-percent. accumualation (valve full open at a pressure 10-paerent over set 
pressure and full closed at a pressure 10-percent below set pressure) is 
required. A typical UL or YX listed UPPA code valve would have 25-percent 
accumulation. The accumulation factor affects how quickly a valve responds.  
If the relief valve Is over-sized the potential for cycling and chattering 
will be worse for a valve with the lower accumulation tactor.  

The HPFP system at USE is shared with the raw service water (38W) system.  
Additionally, a minimum flow requiremtent from ISV has to be considered when 
determining the design flow of the relief valve and the wide variation in 
suction water level have to be considered in order to determine the flow 
range.  

TVA has performed design calculations to size replacement valves for the 
proper flow range and set ' pressure based on the flow requirements correlated 
with the system design constraints. As determined by this calculation, each 
of the four existing.1- by S-Inch relief valves will be replaced with 3- by 
4-inch relief valves under engineering change notice (MC) 6164 prior to unit 
1 fuel loading.  

In order to ensure that this condition was not applicable to other systems, a 
geeric evaluation was performed utiliuing TVA' s Trend Analysis Programt and a 
review was performed of other systems Which use liquid service relief valves.  
This condition was found to be unique to the WSW HPFP system.  

TVA's curren t design procedures require that calculations be performed tof 
support design output documents such as a valve data sheet used for 
Procurement. This should prevent this condition fromi occurring on future 
designs.


